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Abstract 

Mobile shales are fine-grained sedimentary rocks associated with a very high fluid 

pressure. There are two end members of mobile shales: mud volcano and intrusive 

ductile flowing mobile shales. They have been investigated on many continental margins 

and deep sedimentary basins. Because of no direct access to intrusive mobile shales, it is 

foremost to understand their expression on seismic images. The seismic properties of 

mobile shales are influenced by the fluid content and the fluid overpressure which are 

not easy to predict. Mostly, the seismic images acquired are not very clear due to their 

low seismic-impedance contrast with many sedimentary rocks, spatial variation of their 

seismic properties, and their complex geometries. To solve this problem, the physical 

properties of the shales were reviewed, combining the data from in-situ measurements of 

density and sonic during velocities with experimental data and analysis results. The 

authors reported that the water expelled to the pore system smectite-illite transition and 

methane generated during oil cracking reduce the reflectivity of shales. Different 

amounts of these fluids were modeled to establish a further reduction in reflectivity of 

mobile shales. Furthermore, theoretical results were compared for mobile shale contacts 

with the sea bed, sandstone, and normally compacted shale using examples from mud 

volcanoes and many complex shale diapirs. We found that the mobile shale underlying 

normal shale gives a negative reflection. Mobile shale rich in fluids like methane and 

water produces negative reflections. Sandstone underlain by mobile shale gives slightly 

positive reflections. Mobile shales in direct contact with seabed will give positive 

reflections which can be explained by the formation of authigenic carbonates when 

methane in the mobile shales reacts with seawater. For a better understanding of the 

mobile shales, the authors suggested advanced seismic processing and detailed analysis 

of basin burial and thermal histories. 
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